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My Journey

I was once where you are now.
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I am a digital strategist with over 5 years 
of professional experience working in a 

variety of industries including technology 
sector, finance, consumer packaged 

products and future workforce

• 4 years of Education at Humber – Digital 
Business Management

• Volunteer experience building a nonprofit and 

participating in government funded programs 

• Leveraged Co-Op opportunities to gain 

experience and connections.



Resume

The Good vs Bad
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Bad 
Resume 
Habits
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Here are a few common mistakes 

that people make while creating 

resume. 

Being mindful of this can make a 

difference in your job search

Using “Template” 

Resumes

Bad grammar Including every single 

job on resume

Not categorizing 

properly

Not quantifying job 

achievements

Resume not matching 

job description



Excellent
Resume Habits
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Practice this instead

Changing resume 
language to match job 

description

Telling a story that 
suits the narrative

Using the right 

categories

Reviewing spelling and 

punctuation

‘I helped increased 

digital engagement by 

25%”

Using keywords



Let's review resumes together
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Storytelling

Building an online Prescence 9



Building an 
online presence

Personal Website LinkedIn Volunteer

Articles/Interviews Twitter Blog
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Think of it 
this way

How do I stand out from other candidates?

What makes me different?

What is a skill I have that no one else has?

Comprehensive 
Description of 

experience

Your Resume

Your Brand

What will get you hired 

Story Telling

Your Online Portfolio
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Exercise
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Think of a hobby or activity

Something you do that non of your 
classmates are aware of

What makes you happy? Are you 
passionate about this activity?

Key: It must be not related to your 
school



Now let's work 
on it together

Describe your hobby
Think of how this could 

fit into your resume

Do you have results 

doing this activity? 

Can this be included in 

your online portfolio?

Does it provide 

transferable skills?
Can it be fine tuned? 13



Take away

• Remember to always work on 

establishing good resume habits. 

• Start building your online prescence

today

• In every role you take on – start to 

make bullet points of your daily tasks 14



Thank you for 
listening

Ask me anything!

uche@theconsentworkshop.com

mailto:uche@theconsentworkshop.com

